Larger size networks require DSM coherence protocols which scale well. Fault-tolerance in terms of high availability is required for data access and for uninterrupted DSM service since large-scale environments have a greater number of potentially malfunctioning components. We present a new class of dynamic coherence protocols for DSM systems in error-prome network environments whose instances o er highly available access to DSM data at low operation costs. The approach is based on the highly scalable Boundary-Restricted (BR) coherence protocol class. The new protocol class is called the Dynamic Boundary-Restricted (DBR) coherence protocol class. The description of the new protocol class is accompanied by an analysis covering a large variety of workloads. This analysis presents the overall costs savings achieved by using a DBR coherence protocol instead of a static BR protocol.
1 Introduction DSM systems have been extensively investigated during the past several years. These systems are increasingly important because of the convenient communication paradigm they provide. As a natural consequence, critical applications could potentially use DSM. For example, monitoring systems for high-risk patients or monitoring of power plants could be written based on this paradigm, leading to the need for highly reliable and highly available DSM. Although a large number of approaches have been developed (see surveys 13, 15] ) only a few of these solutions have taken aspects of scalability and fault-tolerance into consideration 10, 23, 25, 7, 19] . Earlier work emphasized nding a solution to the DSM coherence problem with good performance for a relatively small network consisting of only a few sites. But as networks become larger, DSM coherence protocols which scale well and provide highly available services are necessary. Scalability of a DSM coherence protocol is required for a larger network with an increasing number of users (and therefore sites). Fault-tolerance, in terms of high availability, is required for uninterrupted DSM service even in a large-scale environments with a greater number of potentially malfunctioning components.
The instances of a new class of coherence protocols for DSM systems, called Boundary-Restricted coherence protocols (BR) 24], o er highly available access to shared data at low operation costs. BR protocols scale well; an increase in the number of client sites does not increase the operation costs after a certain threshold has been reached. An instance of the BR coherence protocol class is de ned by two parameters: the rst parameter, w, de nes the minimum number of copies of a page cached at client sites. The second parameter n indicates the maximum number of client sites in the network. The BR protocol guarantees that throughout the lifespan of a distributed shared memory page, there are at least w and at most n copies available. Controlling the number of page copies in the way described above, o ers two advantages: rst, the degree of page data availability can be adjusted for the amount of availability required by the application. Second, the costs for accessing the page data can be varied, since the number of cached copies has a direct impact on the costs for reading or writing a replicated page.
The parameters of an instance of a BR coherence protocol are de ned at the creation time of the particular DSM page, or, for a segmented DSM model, at segment creation time. In either case, the parameter values remain unchanged for the entire lifespan of the particular page. In this 1 paper, we propose { based on the static BR coherence protocol class { a new dynamic coherence protocol class, whose instances adapt their parameters dynamically. Parameter adaptiveness o ers basically an identical degree of data availability at lower operation costs compared to protocols with static parameter settings.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give basic terminology and overview related work in the area of fault-tolerant and scalable DSM coherence protocol research. In section 3, we present our underlying model of computation. An overview of the BR coherence protocol class is presented in section 4. The subsequent section presents main analysis results covering key properties of BR coherence protocols such as operation costs, degree of availability, and behavior in a large-scale environment. These properties are exploited in section 6 where a new dynamic coherence protocol class is designed. Section 7 gives comparison results of the dynamic coherence protocol class with its non-dynamic counterpart. The last section summarizes the paper.
Basic Terminology and Related Work
A DSM server guarantees a particular coherence semantics which de nes the notion of correctness and therefore what is guaranteed by a DSM system. Coherence semantics used in the past include release consistency 12], weak consistency 1], processor consistency 6], and sequential consistency 11]. Informally speaking, release consistency is the least restrictive coherence semantics of the list given above, allowing a high degree of parallism and superior performance characteristics by exploiting operation or application program semantics. Conversely, sequential consistency may restrict parallelism and thereby sacri ce some degree of performance. Nevertheless, its major advantage is the generality it provides: no additional semantic knowledge concerning the application program is needed by the DSM system. This is why sequential consistency is used for many DSM systems.
The coherence semantics de nes the notion of correctness and therefore what is guaranteed by a DSM system. In contrast, the coherence protocol implements the coherence semantics; it provides how this notion of correctness is achieved. Examples for coherence protocols are write-update, write-broadcast, and write-invalidation protocols 15]. In addition, for a speci c DSM system, the coherence unit must be de ned, i.e. what abstract memory object is guaranteed to be consistent: possible objects are general application objects, segments, or single pages of a segment. For the most part, pages are often chosen, due to a variety of reasons, e.g. the identical nature, small size, and their correspondence to the memory chunks supported by the processors memory management unit. See 13, 17] for a broader discussion on this topic. In the functional model used here, we assume a DSM system guaranteeing sequential consistency for the individual pages of a segment; we de ne a static and a new dynamic class of fault-tolerant coherence protocols herein.
Recoverability and consistency in reliable DSM systems has been studied 10, 23, 25, 7, 19] including studies of speci c systems like Recoverable Virtual Memory (RVM) 20, 3] , Munin 2], ickp 18], and DiSOM 16] . Many of these studies have examined reliability from a reliable application perspective whereas our experimental work examines reliability from a memory-oriented perspective. Our experimental reliability work for Reliable Mirage+ appears in 9, 8] . 3 
Model
In this section, we give de nitions which we use throughout the paper. Additionally, we describe the functional and formal model of the DSM system under consideration.
De nitions
We assume a networking environment consisting of m sites R 1 ; : : :; R m with independent failure rates. The single sites do not behave in a Byzantinian manner, i.e. they either function according to their speci cation or not at all. The sites are arbitrarily connected by communication links which may also fail independently from each other and independently from the sites. This may result in network partitions with several independently operating subnets. In addition, we assume that within the network, a distributed shared memory service is available which functions in the manner described in the next section. The DSM system maintains one or more segments S 1 ; : : :; S s . A segment S i consists of one or more pages P 1 ; : : :; Pp i , and nally all of those pages consists of a certain number of basic memory units, e.g. bytes or words. Whereas the number of pages per segment might vary, the size of the basic memory units per page is the same for all segments. Let C fR 1 ; : : :; R m g be the set consisting of all potential client sites of the DSM system, with j C j = n < m giving the cardinality of this set. S 2 fR 1 ; : : :; R m g is the DSM server site. Only sites included in C are allowed to submit requests to the DSM server S. 3 
Functional Model of a DSM System
Aside from operations for creating and destroying segments, the most important operations that a (segmented) DSM system must support are read and write operations to a particular page of a segment. These operations are carried out using the migratory paradigm 22]: the client site which wants to read (write) a speci c page currently not available in the local memory submits a read request (write request) to the DSM server which maintains the segment control information. The DSM server is a designated site of the network owning data structures and implementing protocols which enable it to carry out the requested operations. In particular, the DSM server stores the request queue and keeps directory information for the pages in the network. For the sake of generality, a DSM server can potentially also be a client, eliminating network communication for requests (e.g. S 2 C). In the ordinary case, clients and server are di erent sites, thus the requests must be transmitted from the clients to the server using the communication infrastructure. Once a client has submitted its request (i.e. it received an acknowledgment from the DSM server), it blocks and waits for the result delivered from the server. Analogously, results are either submitted to the client with or without the use of the communication links, depending on whether the client and the DSM server reside on the same site or on di erent ones. The result of a request typically consists of the requested data and a mode. In both cases, the requested operation is regarded as being successful, because the client received desired results. Due to the state of the network or the state of the DSM system itself, it might not always be possible to carry out the requested operation. For example, the site which stores the page may not be reachable. In this case, an error message is returned and the request is deemed unsuccessful. It is, among others, the aim of this work to construct DSM systems where the vast majority of requests are carried out successfully. This leads to highly available DSM.
Once a client received the results of a successful request, which includes the data stored on the page, it maps the page data into its memory and uses it only according to the granted mode. The page is deemed cached in a particular mode with respect to a particular operation. The mode determines how subsequent read and write operations originating at this client site operate. Figure  1 gives an overview of the various modes used by the functional model. A mode is regarded as being a two-dimensional tuple consisting of a read attribute in the rst dimension and a write attribute in the second dimension. The mode instances are stored at the client sites. The read (write) attribute de nes how a read (write) operation originating at a particular client site must Mode Description (local read, local write) the page data can be read and modi ed locally, i.e. without the need to submit read or write requests to the DSM server (local read, global write) the page data can be read locally, but write operations must be submitted to the DSM server in order to execute a global write operation (global read, global write) neither a read nor a write operation can be executed locally. This mode is implicitly assumed for all pages which are not cached at a client site (global read, local write) not used Figure 1 : Modes associated with DSM pages at the client sites be handled: If the client wants to read (write) the data of a page cached in a mode containing a local read (local write) attribute, then this results in a local read operation (local write operation) carried out locally on the client site. If a particular page is not cached at all or cached in a mode including a global read (global write) attribute, then a read (write) request must be submitted to the DSM server, triggering a global read operation (global write operation) performed by the server, as described earlier in this section.
Boundary-Restricted Coherence Protocol Class
We brie y present the basic idea, the underlying concept, and characteristic properties of the BR coherence protocol class in this section. Our discussion is based on the functional model described previously.
Fault-Tolerance Background
The key concept for achieving fault-tolerance in terms of high availability is redundancy. The higher the degree of redundancy the more malfunctioning system components can be tolerated. Applying this concept to DSM systems requires increasing the number of page copies (also called replicas) cached at sites in the network. Clearly, there is a price to be paid: replicas require management overhead which includes keeping multiple copies up-to-date or preventing the client from reading out-dated copies.
Informally speaking, we call the number of sites contacted by the DSM server during the execution of a read (write) operation read (write) operation costs. The probability that at an arbitrary point in time the data of a DSM page can be accessed is called (data) availability. The management 5 approach has a strong impact not only on the costs of subsequent operations but also on the data availability. For instance, when updating all existing replicas, the number of up-to-date (or actual) copies of a page remains constant. Thus, the availability of the DSM page is not a ected. The same holds true for the costs: since the number of copies and their storage locations has not changed, subsequent read and write operations may be carried out at the same costs. This is not the case when a write operation on a page alters the number of replicas: deleting replicas has a severe impact on the availability and the costs of subsequent operations. If, for example, a write operation decreased the number of copies from 5 to 1, and the single site caching page subsequently fails, then the page data becomes unavailable. On the other hand, reducing the number of replicas from 5 to 1 reduces the costs of the next write operation, since only one copy must be updated instead of ve. This discussion shows that there is a strong correlation between operation costs and data availability.
Design Policy
As suggested earlier, operation costs a ect the operation availabilities and vice versa. It is important to understand factors that have an impact on those parameters. Clearly, the coherence protocol used by the DSM system strongly in uences the operation costs.
As a summary of observations from the discussion above, a suitable coherence protocol for a large, error-prone distributed environment must have the following properties:
(P1) Limited Workload Dependability -the number of copies of a page should, only to a certain degree, be dependent on the workload, i.e. the mixture of read and write operations (P2) Lower Bound in the Number of Cached Copies -situations where only a single copy of a page exists should be avoided. The availability of the page data is extremely vulnerable to single component failures in this case.
(P3) Upper Bound in the Number of Cached Copies -situations where all the client sites cache a copy of a page and all pages must be updated as part of a global write operation should be avoided. The probability that a write operation can be executed successfully decreases if the number of caching sites increases signi cantly. This is because more potentially error-prone components are involved and sucessful completion of the write is less likely.
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The conceptional mechanism used by the BR coherence protocol which guarantees these design policies is based on the following observation:
A DSM server's workload can be divided into two di erent types of phases. The rst phase starts with the execution of the rst global read operation after a global write operation and ends with the next global write operation. The second phase starts with the rst global write operation following a global read operation and continues until the execution of the next global read operation. 2 We call the former phase read phase since it consists entirely of read operations and the latter phase analogously write phase. Figure 2 depicts alternating read and write phases as they are encountered by a DSM server processing requests for a particular DSM page. In order to control the number of page copies present in the critical situations (P1) { (P3) stated above, we establish the following constraints. We refer to these constraints as protocol invariants since the coherence protocol must ensure them at all points in time (analogous to the sequential consistency coherence semantics, which must also always be guaranteed).
Protocol Invariants
The BR coherence protocol guarantees that during a read phase, copies of a page are exclusively 
with r min (r max ) representing the minimum (maximum) number of cached copies in the read phase. N is the set of positive integers excluding zero. For the number of copies present and 2 Note that the local read and local write operations cannot be monitored by a DSM server since they are not resulting in a request submitted to the server. . The WIwD coherence protocol is similar to the WI protocol, except when a global read occurs and the requesting site gets an actual copy, then the copy of the former writer's page is downgraded from mode (local read, local write) to (local read, global write). Since the page is not deleted, it increases the minimum number of cached copies in the read phase to two. Unfortunately, even this approach su ers from too few copies present in the write phase. The BR coherence protocols address this serious drawback by increasing the minimum and maximum number of copies modi ed by a write operation (i.e. required in the write phase) together with the minimum number of copies cached in the read phase by w?1 with w 2 f2; 3; : : :g. This leads to boundary settings given in Figure 4 . These constraints are enforced by the DSM server while serving read or write requests, and as part of the initial con guration when a segment is created. The values for r min , r max , w min , and w max can ideally be di erent for every page, leading to a di erent degree of availability for the pages' data and to di erent operation costs. As already indicated, a coherence protocol with boundary settings as speci ed in Figure 4 is called Boundary-Restricted (BR) coherence protocol, since it restricts the number of cached copies to lie between w min and r max . Furthermore, because w min = w max and r min = w max + 1, it su ces to instantiate w min and r max . They are also referred to as w and n, the number of potential client sites, respectively. An instance of the BR coherence protocol with given values for w and n is addressed as BR(w; n) coherence protocol.
Protocol Mechanism
In this section, we describe the particular protocol operations. They represent the mechanism which enforces the underlying policy.
Segment creation operation
Segment creation is performed at the DSM server after the client speci es the segment size, initial values for all the pages (eventually in an implicit manner, like initialize with zeroes), and values for the two boundaries w and n for all the pages. The segment creation operation can be regarded as a special write operation to all the pages of the new segment. Since page copies do not exist yet, the DSM server must create at least w replicas with the initial values on at least w client sites. Usually, one set of all replicas is installed on the site where the segment creation request originates. If the installation of the required number of copies succeeds, then the operation is successful and the DSM server informs the client. If this is not possible, or if w is greater then j C j (i.e. there are less client sites than required for enforcing the lower boundaries of this particular coherence protocol for at least a single page), then the segment creation operation fails. In this case, the DSM server immediately noti es the client about the unsuccessful attempt. A pseudo-code speci cation of the segment operation is given in Figure 5 .
Read operation
If a process at a client site wants to read a particular data item from a page, then the memory management unit checks whether this page is cached and therefore mapped into the local memory. Furthermore, the system veri es whether the local read attribute is part of the mode associated with the page. If both are true, then the read operation can be performed locally. Otherwise, a read request must be send in a message from the client site to the DSM server for the associated segment. Once the read request is received at the DSM server and ready to be executed, then the steps in Figure 6 are executed.
serve DSM read request (in: sgmt nbr, page nbr, client site) f | serve DSM read request once it has become the head element of the request | queue for the particular segment and page. (The request was enqueued | earlier and spent some time waiting to be served). Note that the DSM | server is in read phase when processing the current read request. 
Write operation
The client site rst checks whether the write operation performed locally. In order to do so, a copy of the required page must have been cached and mapped into the site's memory. Furthermore, a local write attribute belonging to this page must be present. If one or both of those requirements does not hold, then a message containing a write request must be sent from the client site to the DSM server. Once received, the DSM server performs the steps given by the algorithm of Figure  7 . At the end of the write operation it is guaranteed that only current page data is cached at the sites storing replicas.
serve DSM write request (in: sgmt nbr, page nbr, new page data, client site) f | serve DSM read request once it has become the head element of the request | queue for the particular segment and page. (The request was enqueued | earlier and spent some time waiting to be served). Note that the DSM | server is in write phase when processing the current write request.
C =< set of potential client sites > CC = directory lookup (in: sgmt nbr, page nbr, \set-of-copy-owners") nbr copies = j CC j VC = f g The example gebins with the execution of a read request issued by R 2 . After the read, R 2 together with R 1 and R 4 cache a copy of the page. (R 1 and R 4 were arbitrarily chosen). In a further step, site R 5 attempts to read the page. Since it does not cache a copy with a local read attribute, the execution of the corresponding global read operation by the DSM server increases the number of copies in the network. After R 2 locally reads its copy of the page (the local read attribute is present), site R 4 submits a write request to the DSM server. Because N r = 4 > w = 2 as de ned by the coherence protocol, the DSM server must { prior to the start of the write operation { destroy at least two cached copies. In this example, it chooses the copies located on sites R 2 and R 5 . 3 Only R 1 and R 4 own a copy containing the most recent data, once the write operation has successfully been completed. A subsequent global write operation executed on behalf of R 3 leads to the destruction of the copy held by R 4 . This was necessary, since the maximum number of copies present in a write phase would have exceeded w while executing the write operation. Finally, a subsequent read operation issued by site R 1 can be performed locally.
The fundamental di erence between the WB and the WI as well as the WIwD coherence protocols can be observed when analyzing the states encountered before and after the execution of the write operation issued by R 4 . In case of using the WB coherence protocol, all existing copies would have been updated after the write operation, whereas by using the WI or WIwD coherence protocols, all copies except the copy on site R 4 would have been invalidated and destroyed. The BR (2, 5) coherence protocol on the other hand, mitigates the high costs for this write operation occurring when compared to the WB coherence protocol and mitigates the tremendous reduction in data availability when compared to the WI or WIwD coherence protocols. It does so by increasing costs against a gain of availability and decreasing availability against a saving in costs. The example shows that the BR coherence protocol is a hybrid combination of the WB and WIwD coherence protocols. On one hand, for w = 1 the BR coherence protocol is identical to the WIwD approach. On the other hand, the protocol uses the WB approach for those sites which either plan to modify the page or already cache a read copy. The next section presents analysis results of the BR coherence protocol class in terms of operation costs and data availability.
Analysis of the BR Coherence Protocol Class
The properties of DSM coherence protocols which are of primary interest are the read and write costs, and the availability of the user data managed by the DSM system (and therefore managed by the coherence protocol). They are formally de ned as follows:
De nition 5.1 (Costs) Let CP be the coherence protocol used by the DSM server in a DSM system. The number of sites contacted by the DSM server using the communication infrastructure of the network in order to carry out a global read (write) operation are called read (write) costs.
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This de nition of costs does not include the costs which arise from submitting the request to the DSM server. This additional cost would lead to an increase of one copy when the client and the 14 server are not co-located. The de nition was chosen to represents the part of the overall cost which is expected to vary when using di erent coherence protocols. The costs for submitting requests to the DSM server occur regardless of the nature of the coherence protocol chosen.
De nition 5.2 (Data Availability) Let CP be the coherence protocol used by the DSM server of a DSM system. The probability A data CP that at an arbitrary point in time at least one functioning site caches an actual copy of a page is called data availability (of this particular page by using CP). 2
The analysis of the BR coherence protocol class is based on a stochastic model using the Markov chain given in Figure 9 . The ovals present the states of the markov chain. The states ending with Figure 9: Markov chain used for deriving the steady state distribution of the BR(w; n) coherence protocol a \R" stand for those states one can encounter in a read phase, while the one ending with a \W" represents the state of the write phase. The preceding gure (e.g. \w + 1") indicates the number of copies cached on client sites. Thus, for example, the state labeled with \w + 1R" represents the system state where w + 1 copies are distributed to w + 1 client sites while the DSM server is monitoring a read phase. \wW" represents the only state of the write phase. In this case, exactly w copies are cached at w di erent client sites. The arrows between the ovals represent possible state transitions. The weight of an arrow indicates the probability that the system switches from the state the arrow originates at (tail of the arrow) to the state the arrow ends at (head of the arrow). For example, the probability that the system goes from state \wW" to state \w + 1R" is given by p gr . We refer to those weights as transition probabilities. The transition properties used in the Markov chain analysis are given in Figure 10 . The Markov chain analysis allows toProbability Description plr Probability that a site already caching a page re-reads the data. It depends on the read attribute as to whether this can be done locally (local read attribute) or whether the site must issue a read request (global read attribute). In the BR coherence protocol, as previously described, read operations originating from a client site owning a copy are always satis ed locally.
pgr Probability that a site currently not caching a copy of a page requests the data.
plw Probability that a site already storing a copy of a page wants to modify it. In this case, if a local write attribute is present, this can be done locally. If the global write attribute is set, then the site must submit a write request to the DSM server. In the BR coherence protocol described here, write operations are always executed globally, since no sites have a local write attribute.
pgw Probability that a site currently not caching a copy of a page wants to modify the page's data. determine the steady state distribution of the DSM system using a BR(w; n) coherence protocol.
This distribution describes the probability that an observer nds the DSM system in a particular state. 
As a consequence, any further increase of n ? w does not have an impact on the steady state distribution; therefore, it has no impact (or only a very limited one) on the mean costs and mean number of copies. These properties have signi cant consequences with respect to availability and scalability issues.
As already mentioned, the mean costs and the mean number of cached copies behave in a linear manner, assuming the di erence between n and w is su ciently large. In the following, we present linear equations for those cost functions. These approximations are su ciently precise, once n ? w is larger than 10. The approximations simplify the analysis of the BR protocol class since linear equations, in contrast to equations of higher-order polynomials, can be investigated more easily. In particular, they ease the identi cation of major dependencies among the values involved, thereby simplifying for instance the design of a BR coherence protocol with partially given characteristics. The approximations are given below. 
Availability
In this section, we investigate the degree of data availability provided by the BR(w; n) coherence protocol class. The mean number of cached copies is used to determine the probability the DSM system is able to deliver the most recent value of a particular page. As already pointed out, the greater the average number of replicas present in the network, the higher the probability that data can be returned by the DSM server. In Figure 11 , Figure 11: Mean number of cached copies in the WI, the WB, and the BR coherence protocol is generally true, but unfortunately, the WB coherence protocol achieves this highly available behavior at a signi cant cost: the mean operation costs for any reasonable value of p lw are extremely high. The price for achieving this degree of data availability is not only too high but also not necessary, as we will show later in this section. As expected, the mean number of cached copies of the BR(w; n) protocol is essentially equal to the corresponding value of the BR(w+1; n) protocol plus one for w = 1; 2; 3. The gures for the BR coherence protocols remain basically unchanged even when the number of client sites n increases. This is due to the limit property discussed in the previous section.
In order to determine how many replicas are actually needed to achieve a certain degree of data availability in a particular network with failure-bound components, we present Figure 12 . We assume that all sites of the network { or at least those caching copies { are functioning with a Figure 12 : Data availability depending on the number of cached copies and the probability that sites are functioning uniform probability of p. This implies that the individual sites are up and running and also that the software needed to manage the copy is in working order. Since a page data is available in the network as long as at least one of c > 0 copies is accessible, the data availability is computed according to a binomial distribution as A data (p) = 1 ? (1 ? p) c :
(16) Figure 12 shows the data availability graphs for six di erent values of p. From the graph of A data (0:75) for example, it can be determined that with only one replica present in the system, the data availability is, of course, 0.75 (lower left corner of the gure). By increasing the number of replicas to two, a data availability gain of 18% is achieved. If three replicas are guaranteed, then the data availability increases to approximately 98%, and once more than ve copies are cached, the data availability is nearly 100%. The major result of the analysis is, that for realistic values of p > 0: 75 14] , four replicas are su cient to guarantee data availability. Thus, those coherence protocols which o er a mean number of cached copies of at least four, at the lowest cost possible, are of particular interest. The approximation of the BR coherence protocol given in section 5 permits the reader to identify those protocols easily.
A Dynamic Coherence Protocol Class
We now present an extension to the \static" BR coherence protocol class to which we refer to as the Dynamic Boundary-Restricted (DBR) coherence protocol class. The motivation for constructing such a class of dynamic protocols stems from the following observations:
(O1) Long-term Workload -The workload of a DSM server varies tremendously from application to application.
(O2) Short-term Workload -The workload submitted from a currently running application to the DSM server is highly varied throughout the run-time.
Unfortunately, it is di cult to identify a single, optimally suited coherence protocol used by the DSM server for a variety of di erent applications since there is a strong impact from the application-generated workload on DSM system performance. Building a DSM server which performs reasonably well for arbitrary long-term 4 workloads is complex. Solving the short-term workload problem is no less complex.
It is possible to conceive of protocols that can be adapted to solve this problem. However, even when it is possible to use di erent coherence protocols on an application-to-application basis, the decision of which particular protocol to use must be made based upon known workload characteristics prior to the execution of the application. Switching to a di erent coherence protocol while the application is being executed presents signi cant challenges since the protocols involved might have to maintain di erent management information and use di erent assumptions with respect to the number and placement of page copies. Furthermore, since in most applications the workload in terms of read and write requests submitted from the application to the DSM server strongly varies over time, an a priori chosen coherence protocol can only be optimal on the average for a given, assumed short-term workload. There is no guarantee that { although on the average correct { due to dynamic behavior, some constraints like the minimal degree of data availability is violated during certain time periods.
The dynamic coherence protocol class presented in this section mitigates these di culties. We address the problem associated with the long-term workload by using a general coherence protocol. This general coherence protocol class (or framework) represents a parameterized coherence protocol. The advantage of using such an unifying approach in contrast to a hybrid approach represented by e.g. a collection of di erent coherence protocols are several. First, the framework needs only be implemented once in contrast to multiple implementations of various coherence protocols. Second, a single implementation is time-saving, more robust, and can be easily maintained. Third, if the framework allows us to model di erent coherence protocols, then a well-suited instance can be chosen on an application-to-application basis. Fourth, since only an adjustment of the framework parameters is required in order to switch from one well-tuned system to another one, this adjustment can easily be done even while the application is running. This mechanism can be exploited to address the short-term workload problem. Fifth, because the control structures required by the framework remain the same { regardless of the particular parameter setting { minimal recon guration work must be performed for switching between instances. As a consequence, the DSM server using instances of such a dynamic coherence protocol framework can easily and frequently adapt to changing application characteristics.
Objectives of Dynamic Behavior
As mentioned earlier in this paper, the main goal is to develop a coherence protocol which o ers high data availability. As demonstrated, high availability is achieved by increasing the number of cached copies of a page throughout the run-time of the application. Unfortunately, a greater number of cached copies also means higher operation costs. Since for most real-world networks it can be assumed that the probability that a site and the software running on it functions with a probability of at least 75%, there is no need to guarantee more than four replicas. In such a case, the availability of the page data is almost perfect, i.e. close to 100%. Any further increase in the number of replicas would merely increase the operation costs. Once a desired degree of data availability can be technically achieved by a coherence protocol, the question remains, whether it is possible to \tune" the protocol in such a way that is provides the desired data availability at the lowest operation costs possible. To summarize the discussion, the dynamic behavior of a coherence protocol CP should guarantee the following properties:
E op CP ! Min (Sub goal) (18) 21 with a being the required lower bound of the data availability.
By using the BR coherence protocol class as a starting point for constructing such a dynamic coherence protocol class, these constraints can be re-written by using equations (3), (6) , and (16) (20) By substituting the precise formulas for calculation the mean operation costs and the mean number of cached copies by their limits if n goes to in nity, these constraints can be substantially simpli ed. Again, we would like to emphasize that this simpli cation does not result in imprecise results once the di erence between the n and w parameters of the BR protocol class is approximately 10 or larger. Thus, using equations (12) 
Controlling Parameters
The parameters involved in equations (21) and (22) can be divided into two classes: one class of parameters is given by the networking environment, the application, and availability policy. These parameters are pre-set and cannot be altered by the coherence protocol. The second class of parameters consists of those parameters which can be freely chosen among certain implicitly given boundaries. The parameters of the former class are p lr + p gr , p lw + p gw , a, and p whereas the only parameter of the latter class is w { a parameter of the BR coherence protocol. 5 Since w is present in all of those equations, altering w leads to a variation of the mean number of cached copies and the mean operation costs. Thus, whenever a change in the parameters of the networking environment, the availability policy, or the short-term application workload is encountered, it is possible for the protocol to react. This is performed by altering the current the value of w in such a way that the constraints given by equations (21) and (22) w, given constraints regarding the data availability and the operation costs can be guaranteed even when other parameters vary over time.
Solution to the Optimization Problem
After identifying w as the only controlling parameter of lim n!1 E op BR (w) and A data BR , we now present a solution to the optimization problem.
In order to satisfy equation (21) 
Any value of w satisfying this equation leads to a data availability of at least a. For a solution of equation (22) we must identify the value of w among those values of w satisfying equation (21) which leads to minimal mean operation costs. This is very simple, since the mean operation costs behave in a monotonic increasing manner while w is growing. Thus, the minimal value of w satisfying equation (21) also solves equation (22) . It is therefore a solution to the entire optimization problem. Figure 14 gives values for w required to maintain a data availability of 90%, 95%, 98%, and 99%. The table shows that the lower the read/write ratio rwr and the lower the availability of the components of the networking environment (sites and software) p, the higher is the minimal value of w. In other words: the greater the number of write operations in a network consisting of highly error-prone components, the more copies of a page must be provided in order to provide a certain degree of data availability. On the other hand, the more 23 based on equations (16) and (23) read operations performed in the workload of a very reliable, available application, the less copies of a page are needed for a given degree of data availability. This corresponds with our intuitive understanding of the data availability problem.
From BR(w,n) to DBR(w)
In this section, we describe the extensions necessary to the BR(w,n) coherence protocol class in order to construct the DBR(w) coherence protocol class. (The parameter w of the DBR protocols { analogous to the w-parameter of the BR(w,n) protocols { it indicates the guaranteed minimum number of page copies of a single page present in the network.) In particular, we specify:
1) how a decision about an adjustment is made, what kind of adjustment is made, and how is it enforced, 2) what kind of dynamic data required for initiating an adjustment is collected, 3) where this data is collected, where the decision about an adjustment is made, and nally how often decisions and adjustments are made.
Decision Making and Adjustment Enforcement
Issue 1) is straightforward: for every page of the distributed shared memory segment, there exists a value for the parameter w. Once a more recent value of w according to equation (23), referred to as w , has been calculated, w and w are compared. In case they di er, the rule given in 
Dynamic Data Collection
Issue 2): in order to allow the calculation of a new, optimal value for w, the values of a, p as well as of p gr and p lw +p gw must be known. a, the degree of data availability, is given by the system or application designer. In the former case, a is xed for quite a long period of time, if not forever. In the latter case, a is constant for at least the run-time of the particular application, i.e. a can be regarded as constant with respect to the short-term workload. p quanti es the availability of a single site of the network. 6 We assume that this value is identical for all the sites. This restriction is not essential for our solution of a dynamic coherence protocol, but simpli es the presentation.
A generalization for varying values of p for the single site of a network is trivial. Thus, the only data which must be dynamically collected are current values of p gr and p lw + p gw .
Unfortunately, the value of p gr not only depends on the particular application, but also on the coherence protocol which manages the DSM. For example, a read operation issued under control of one coherence protocol A might result in a global read operation: a read request, since local page data is not available for read access. On the other hand, under control of a coherence protocol B, local data (and a local read attribute) may be available. Thus, in the former case, the read operation must be executed globally, whereas in the latter case it can be performed as a local operation. Consequently, the probability p lr is di erent while executing the same application but with di erent protocols. Even when repeatedly executing the same application assuming an identical initial con guration, this workload parameter is likely to be subject to changes, due to the fact that sites may fail, resulting in varying placements of cached copies. This is in contrast to the sums p lr + p gr and p lw + p gw which are not a ected by the properties of the coherence protocol used. They are fully determined by the application. As a consequence, the precise values of p gr , p lw , and p gw can only be derived after the execution of the application. We will show later on in this paper how we can circumvent those obstacles with our approach.
The following equations show how p gr and the sum p lw + p gw are principally computed: p gr := n gr n lr + n gr + n lw + n gw (24) p lw + p gw := n lr + n gw n lr + n gr + n lw + n gw (25) n gr (n gw ) is the number of global read (write) requests issued and n lr (n lw ) the number of local read (write) operations which occurred within a certain time window { in this case during the run-time of the application. (If is set to the entire run-time period of an application, we omit the -index.) The major drawback of a static coherence protocol which is optimized with respect to those probabilities is, that { although on the average optimal { there are time periods within where the coherence protocol is either far to expensive or does not guarantee the desired degree of data availability. To illustrate this, we give the following sample scenario:
Consider an application using DSM with the BR(w; n) coherence protocol. Assume availability of the network components is p = 0:75. Assume further that p lr = p lw = 0:05, p gr = 0:52, and p gw = 0:38. The dynamic behavior of a sample application is given in Figure 18 . The application If we assume a minimal data availability of 93.75% (as guaranteed by having at least two copies of a page cached), w used by the BR protocol must be set to at least two, since grwr := p gr =(p lw +p gw ) is calculated as 1.21. This also determines the mean operation costs of 2.37 according to equation (15) . When calculating the data availability and the mean operation costs using the corresponding values of each section and building their weighted sum with respect to the section length, we obtain a data availability of 90.14% and mean operation costs of 2.37. Those values re ect more precisely the situation encountered during the run-time of the application. Thus, it turns out that { although the mean operation costs are equal in this scenario { the required lower bound in terms of data availability is violated. Speci cally, on the average, there are less than two copies of a page available, leading to an unsatisfactory data availability. In fact, in this example, the standard deviation of the number of cached copies encountered during the run-time of the application is 9.19%. It can be calculated that for 23.1% ( 6 , 7 , and 8 ) of the run-time, the data availability is only 75%, thus substantially less than required. In particular, on the average while availability is seemingly acceptable there are periods of time where availability falls below the minimum permitted. This is due to the dynamic behavior of the workload and the static setting of w for achieving a desired degree of data availability.
By using the dynamic variation approach of w throughout the run-time of an application this serious drawback can be overcome. The dynamic DBR(2) coherence protocol applied to the scenario given above guarantees a data availability of 94.47% on the average during the run-time. The required lower bound 93.75% of the data availability is never violated. The mean operation costs are slightly greater than those of the static protocols, namely 2.55 in contrast to 2.37. This is an increase of 7.6% in terms of costs using 2.37 as base or a decrease of 7% when using 2.55 as base: obviously the price to be paid in order to get a) a data availability increase of 4.33% on the average and b) a 100% guarantee of the lower data availability constraint of 93.75%.
The example, although giving an idea of the advantages achieved using a dynamic coherence protocol, is imprecise in that it divides the run-time of the application into several disjunct partitions i . For every one of those partitions, it is assumed that the probability p (26), can only be determined after the partition has ended. Even calculating the ratios while a particular partition is forthcoming does not help: in this case, the ratios calculated at the beginning of a new partition would be highly imprecise due to the fact that they must be computed based on only a few requests. As a consequence they are likely to not be characteristic for the current partition. The closer to the end of the partition, the more precise the ratios become. At the end of the interval, they are in correspondence with the true values. Such behavior is certainly not desirable because the adaptation mechanism may trigger too many boundary changes during the unstable starting phase of every new partition. A possible solution to this problem is prediction of the upcoming workload based on the workload observed in the past. The calculation of exponential averages 21] is such an approach used in the area of short-term CPU scheduling.
A closely related approach, though, is to not having de ned multiple partitions in the rst place, for which the workload parameters must be calculated, but instead moving averages for calculating them \on the y". In this case, the entire run-time of the application forms a single, large partition. The moving averages for those parameters can either be built using a certain real-time window, for example the last t time units, or using a virtual-time window, i.e. the last r requests submitted to the DSM server. Using the former method, the parameters are calculated as follows.
(We only give the formulas for the probability derived at time t of read requests originating at a client site currently not caching a page copy, namely p t; gr . The other cases are calculated accordingly.): p t; gr := n t; gr n t; lr + n t; gr + n t; lw + n t; gw (27) is the real-time window used. n t; gr (n t; gw ) is the number of read (write) requests issued by clients not owning a copy during the last real-time units prior to the calculation of the value.
Analogous cases hold for n t; lr and n t;
lw . Here the client sites hold page copies. The calculation of the parameters using the virtual-time window approach is based on the following equation. N is the virtual-time window (of N requests received at the DSM server) and n t;N gr the number of read requests issued by clients without copies within the time window N at time t. In the following section we restrict the discussion to the virtual-time window based approach 29
Active Entity enforcing Adjustment
Issue 3) questions are strongly related. The DSM server is the only entity in the network which is able to monitor the number and nature of distributed shared memory request issued without cost. This site maintains a pending request queue and directory information about what client is currently caching which page of a segment. Thus, the DSM server site is the only site that knows about all global read and write requests.
The maintenance of up-to-date approximations for grwr using either the real-time or virtual-time window approach, involves very low cost, since the data necessary to compute them is accessible at the DSM server site anyway: whenever a new request for a speci c page is received by the DSM server, it automatically updates the corresponding counters (for example incrementing n t;N gr for an incoming global read request and decrementing the appropriate counter of the operation received \N requests earlier"). Subsequently, a new approximation for grwr must be calculated.
Since incoming DSM requests are typed as either being reads or writes, the DSM server can directly decide whether or not to increment the counter for n gr . 7 In case the submitted request is a write, then there is no need to distinguish between write requests originating from clients sites with or without cached copies (although possible by comparing it with the directory maintained at the DSM server), since for calculating grwr only the sum of p lw and p gw is required.
Unfortunately, due to the inability of the DSM server to observe the number of local read operation n t;N lr , the probability p t;N gr and the probability sum p t;N lw + p t;N gw cannot be calculated. This does not deem the entire approach to be unsuccessful, because the overall goal is to derive the current value of grwr and not the probabilities themselves. An approximation for grwr, abbreviated as grwr t;N , can be derived without observing a current value for n t;N lr ; only n t;N gr and n t;N w := n t;N lw +n t;N gw must be kept up-to-date: grwr t;N := p t;N gr p t;N lw + p t;N gw = n t;N gr n t;N lw + n t;N gw = n t;N gr n t;N w
A pseudo-code implementation of this procedure is given in Figure 19 . After a new value of w has been computed, the DSM server immediately makes a decision according to the rule given in Figure 15 .
Thus, the required adjustment of the number of cached copies is enforced immediately.
Analysis of the DBR(w) Coherence Protocol Class
In this section, we compare instances of the DBR(w) coherence protocol class with the static counterparts of the BR(w; n) coherence protocol class. The analysis is intended to demonstrate 1) that the dynamic coherence protocols meet their design goals and 2) under which workload they perform well. (see Figure 12 for other values of p and their associated data availabilities). Since according to equation (12) , the mean number of cached copies is the sum of the value of w and the actual value of grwr, the summation of the two values given by a) and b) for every point in time during the application execution gives the mean number of cached copies at this particular point in time. and h{l. The DBR coherence protocol lowers, in exactly those cases, the value w in such a way, that the summation of grwr and w is at least equal to the minimal number of cached copies.
Since there must be at least one copy of a page present in a write phase (and this not only on the average but guaranteed), w can never drop below one. Thus, even if the value for grwr is equal or even greater than the required minimum number of cached copies, as it is the case in section j, the DBR cannot adjust the currently enforced value of w to zero. In those cases, the mean number of cached copies is extremely high, resulting in very high operation costs.
Part c) of Figure 20 shows the resulting behavior of the mean number of cached copies provided by the DBR(3) coherence protocol. A change in the current value of w is required precisely at those points in time where the DSM server observes a value of grwr of either 1, 2, or 3. Depending on whether grwr is increasing or decreasing until that time, the DSM server lowers or raises w.
Because an adaptation only takes place at those points in time, we refer to them as adaptation points. 8 Because the current value of grwr changes only at adaptation points and because only \full" copies of a page contribute to the data availability 9 (if e.g. lim n!1 E nbr DBR (w) = 2:3 then there are only two \full" copies cached on the average), the precise behavior of grwr between adaptation points has no impact on the data availability encountered in such a section. This, however, does not hold true for the mean operation costs where the lower the graph of grwr is within a given section, the lower the mean operation costs.
In order to simplify the subsequent discussion, we restrict the behavior of grwr over time t, indicated as grwr(t), to \staircase functions". It is obvious that every \step" (or section) of such a staircase with height grwr(t), adaptation points S and E, S < E, and grwr(t) = bminfS; Egc for all t 2 S; T] is representative for all possible temporal behaviors of grwr over sections of the same length, i.e. length E?S, with grwr(t) varying arbitrarily between minfS; Eg and maxfS; Eg with respect to the degree of data availability provided throughout such a time window. The mean operation costs derived by restricting the analysis to staircase functions are the lowest possible ones for the degree of data availability.
When comparing instances of the DBR with instances of the static BR coherence protocol class, we have not considered the costs which arise in the DBR for actually performing the adaptation.
The costs for such an adaptation in terms of number of remote sites contacted are typically either one or two, since grwr(t) can only increase or decrease by one between adaptation points. Thus, either one copy must be deleted or a new copy must be created. In the former case, a site caching a copy must be informed to delete it. In the latter case, two client sites might be involved in the operation due to the fact that 1) an actual copy must be contacted and 2) its value forwarded to the new caching site. Since the number of adaptation points encountered during the run-time of an application is negligible compared to the number of read and write requests, this simpli cation does not have a signi cant impact on the outcome of the analysis.
These assumptions have two major consequences: rst, there are only nite di erent values of grwr(t) and second, the particular sequence in which those values are adopted over time has no impact on the results of the analysis. Consequently, two applications having the same grwr(t)
values over time periods of the same length, but not necessarily at the same time, can be treated equally in the analysis. Therefore, since the timing information is not crucial, we can omit it. An appropriate representation of an application's workload behavior can therefore be given as a histogram stating what values of grwr(t) were adopted for what percentage of the application's run-time. Figure 21 gives the workload representation of the sample application of Figure 20 .
Graph a) is the original workload behavior in terms of grwr. The staircase function incurring the minimal operation costs is given by graph b). Since not exact timing information but only the lengths of the several sections are of interest (see part c), the entire workload behavior can be presented as a histogram (part d). This histogram shows e.g. that in 31.7% of the run-time of the application (assuming a staircase-like workload behavior) grwr(t) equals one. Note that the histogram can also be regarded as discrete dense function stating with a probability of 31.7% an observer monitoring the workload of an application encounters grwr(t) being one. The assumptions given above do not favor any of the coherence protocols investigated as part of the following analysis, but they tremendously reduce the number of di erent workload behaviors to examine. Figure 22 gives the results of analytical comparisons between instances of the BR coherence protocols with their dynamic counterparts on the basis of eight sample workloads. (The workloads are given in form of discrete dense functions as discussed above.) We chose the DBR(2) and DBR(3) protocols and compared them with the BR(2; 1) and BR(3; 1) protocol, respectively. By setting the number of potential client sites of the BR protocols to n = 1, we indicate that the approximations for the costs measures are used instead of the precise values. This allows a fair comparison with the corresponding instances of the DBR protocol class. For every protocol, the mean read and mean write costs, the mean number of cached copies, and mean operation costs are given. Furthermore, the gure shows the corresponding data availability for site and software availabilities of 75%, 90%, 95%, 98%, and 99%. The di erent workloads chosen have in common that the ratio grwr varies at most between zero and eight. If grwr(t) = 0, then until that particular time during the run-time of a sample application, there are no global read operations contained in the workload. If grwr(t) = 1, the workload consists of as many write requests as global read requests. As grwr(t) increases, more global read requests form part of the workload. If grwr(t) = 8, then, on the average, there are eight global read requests for every single write request. In case of workload a), grwr varies between zero and eight, adopting each value for exactly the same amount of time (i.e. 11.1% of the application's run-time). Thus, write-intensive periods are as common as read-intensive periods. Additionally, in some periods, read requests and write requests are equally balanced. In workload case b), grwr is restricted to vary between zero and four, i.e. an application having such an behavior tends to write much more as in case a). The contrary is true for workload c). Here, periods of heavy read accesses to DSM are dominant. The same holds true for workload case d), but not as extreme as in the previous case. Case e) represents applications which either basically exclusively write to DSM 50% of the run-time or almost exclusively read from it in the remaining 50%. The workload cases f) and g) belong to applications with either write or read during almost the entire run-time. In contrast to the workloads b) and c), they do not show such a strict \all-or-nothing" behavior with respect to values adopted by grwr over time, but are more liberal. They cover the entire spectrum of grwrvalues but in an ever decreasing (case f) or increasing manner (case g). Finally, workload case h), represents applications similar to the one given in Figure 21 .
The analysis shows that the data availability o ered by BR protocols and the corresponding DBR protocols, i.e. those having the same minimal number of cached copies in a write phase, are almost identical; they vary not more than about 0.5% for values of p 75%. This is in contrast to the mean operation costs; the DBR coherence protocols always incur lower costs. The savings range from 7.85% (workload g, w = 2) to as much as 22% (workload d, w = 3). (We used the mean operation costs of the BR protocols as base for this calculation). The overall result of this comparison is that whenever a minimal amount of data availability can be sacri ced (i.e. 0.5%), a DBR coherence protocol should be used instead of a static BR protocol. This results in a substantial decrease of operation costs and therefore improvement in application execution costs.
Conclusion
Since in large-scale networks failures are likely to arise, DSM systems must be scalable and faulttolerant. In particular, the DSM coherence protocols should be able to continue service even when some participating sites fail or are not reachable due to communication breakdowns. In this paper, we extended a DSM coherence protocol class, namely the Boundary-Restricted coherence protocol class, in such a way, that the scalability and fault-tolerance properties inherent in instances of 37 this class were applied to the new Dynamic Boundary-Restricted (DBR) coherence protocol class. A DSM server using a DBR coherence protocol dynamically monitors the current workload and adjusts certain protocol parameters, to guarantee a given minimal degree of DSM page data availability. Furthermore, the protocols assure that this is done at very low costs. For this purpose, the DSM server switches between protocol instances of the BR coherence protocol class. It always chooses an instance which achieves the data availability degree given at the lowest costs possible under the currently given environmental conditions, i.e. the current workload. Analytical investigations showed that for various di erent workloads, a DBR coherence protocol outperforms a corresponding BR coherence protocol in terms of mean operation costs. Saving in the range from 7.85% to 22% were found. In terms of data availability, two comparable protocols behave almost identical: the DBR protocol showed at the most a data availability being 0.5% lower than its BR counterpart. Since the e ort to gather and maintain statistics as well as performing dynamic changes of the protocol used, are very simple and inexpensive, DBR coherence protocols should be used over BR coherence protocols whenever a decrease of maximal 0.5% of data availability can be tolerated.
